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By Ryan Henshka

Nobrow Ltd, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. This bold and beautiful comic is full of sassy club-singing sisters who you don t wanna mess
with . . . Introducing: Pinky, Sweets, Blackie, McQualude, and Wanda. Together they form the Mean
Girls Club, a menacing powerhouse of ruthless rebels. Ryan Heshka creates a subversive comic that
re-interprets images of the stereotypical 50 s female and gives new and defiant voice to these ladies
of leisure. Based in Vancouver, Ryan Heshka is a self-taught artist and illustrator. His childhood
influences of antiquated comics, pin-ups, pulp magazines, sci-fi, natural history, music, and movies
persist to this day, and his paintings are full of pop-culture references through the ages. Ryan
primarily works in acrylic paint on wood panel, frequently embellishing with cuttings from pulp
magazines. Ryan has exhibited extensively across Europe and North America including at Roq la
Rue in Seattle and the Jonathan Levine Gallery in New York.
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Undoubtedly, this is the greatest operate by any article writer. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of confusing. Your life period is going to
be change as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- K a r ina  Eber t-- K a r ina  Eber t

Extensive manual! Its this type of great read through. Sure, it is actually engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been written in an
exceedingly simple way and it is simply right after i finished reading this pdf through which basically altered me, affect the way i believe.
-- Mr s. Mer tie Cum m er a ta-- Mr s. Mer tie Cum m er a ta
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